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Congratulations on achieving Chartered status. It takes commitment  
to be Chartered, but you’re not on your own.

We’ve devised this toolkit to help you promote your Chartered status 
within your business and to your clients and other stakeholders. 

The toolkit gives guidance for embedding the Chartered ethos into  
your business as well as materials and ideas for how to make your 
commitment to professional standards all the more public.

We all benefit from clear communication of the ethics and values of 
Chartered status—society, Chartered firms and the profession as a whole. 

Our vision is that together, we achieve ‘parity of esteem’ with established 
professions such as medicine and accountancy. A commitment by firms 
of all sizes to the Chartered ethos, expressed through a shared public 
declaration to professional standards, is an essential step on this journey.

Sian Fisher, ACII, Chartered Insurance Practitioner  
CEO, Chartered Insurance Institute

Chartered status is something to be  
proud of.
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While most people know about Chartered status in other 
professions, it’s less well established in our own. That makes 
it all the more important we do all we can to celebrate the 
achievement within the business and to promote it outside.

This toolkit provides a range of assets to help you get the 
most out of your Chartered status. We are continuously 
developing and adding to these assets, and will keep you 
updated as soon as more items are available for you to use.
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About the toolkit 



The Chartered ethos is shared between the Chartered Insurance 
Institute and every Chartered firm; it’s a joint commitment to 
define and develop standards of professionalism in insurance, and 
demonstrate the value of an ethical approach to business.

By becoming a Chartered firm, your business is making public its 
commitment to uphold those ideas. For our part, it’s important we 
give you all the support you need to do that.

This toolkit includes materials and ideas to help, from top line 
presentations, celebrating the achievement with all your employees, 
to the detail of the Code of Ethics – the centre-piece of an approach 
that focuses business around customer needs. 

Internal communication 
How to make the commitment meaningful
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Looking outside the business there are more ways to promote your 
Chartered status to clients and other stakeholders. As a mark of 
professionalism it can be placed in any corporate communications.

Please use the materials accessible from this document freely to 
promote your Chartered status. Each of the components has its 
uses in raising awareness and understanding of the meaning and 
value of being Chartered.

If you prefer to create your own communications, then all we ask 
is that you respect the spirit of these documents and only present 
Chartered status for what it is; a shared declaration of professional 
standards serving the interests of society.

Wherever possible, we will create assets that have the ability to be 
dual-branded.

If you have any further suggestions on what we can include within 
the toolkit, please get in touch.

External communication 
How to promote Chartered status
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Chartered logos and guidelines  
All the branding you need to identify 
yourself as a Chartered firm

Customer handout 
A simple statement about the status

Boilerplate 
Chartered status in a line

Press releases 
Guidelines for corporate communications

Animation 
A short piece outlining what being 
Chartered means to clients

Spreading the news throughout the firm

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
Web banners 
To promote your status on your  
web site

Social media graphics 
To add to tweets and posts

Animated logo 
To add to presentations

Chartered wall plaque 
Your commitment made physical

Chartered window stickers 
Eye-catching signage

Code of Ethics Practical Guide  
How to incorporate ethical ideas into 
day-to-day business



For chapter and verse on what it means 
to be Chartered, there’s no substitute for 
the complete Code of Ethics. But it’s a 
necessarily detailed document, going into 
depth on the responsibilities and the ideal 
behaviours of professionals in insurance.

This practical guide is a combination of 
an introduction to the key concepts and 
suggestions on how to implement the Code.

It makes it easy for everyone in the company 
to understand the principles in the Code and 
consider how its guidance can be employed 
day-to-day.

View/download the practical guide >

Code of Ethics Practical Guide
How to incorporate ethical ideas into day-to-day business

32  Code of Ethics – Your practical guide

The Chartered  
Insurance Institute
The Chartered Insurance Institute (CII), 
is a professional body dedicated to 
building public trust in the insurance 
and financial planning professions. 
Our 125,000 members commit to high 
professional standards and continuing 
professional development.

We work with businesses to develop 
bespoke, company-wide solutions  
that ensure competitive advantage  
by enhancing employees’ technical 
and professional competence.

Success in CII qualifications is 
universally recognised as evidence  
of knowledge and technical expertise.

Our members are able to drive 
personal development and maintain 
their professional standing by 
adhering to our Code of Ethics  
and by accessing an unrivalled  
range of learning services.

Find out more at: cii.co.uk

About the Author
This paper has been written by 
Duncan Minty, an independent 
adviser on business ethics. Duncan 
is a Chartered Insurance Practitioner, 
having worked in insurance in a variety 
of roles for 18 years. You can contact 
him via his consultancy website at  
duncanminty.co.uk and read his blog  
at ethicsandinsurance.info

Setting standards of  
integrity for our profession 

The Chartered Insurance Institute is dedicated to promoting 
high standards of professionalism in insurance and  
financial planning. At the heart of that professionalism  
is a commitment to uphold certain standards of behaviour. 

Those standards of behaviour are 
important, for they provide members 
of the Chartered Insurance Institute 
with clearly defined principles on  
how they should conduct themselves 
at work.

The Chartered Insurance Institute has 
a Code of Ethics in which are laid out 
the standards of behaviour that its 
members are expected to uphold.  
The code is made up of five core 
duties, set out in a clear and 
unambiguous way, with supporting 
questions to guide members in their 
understanding of each duty.

This guidance paper explores in some 
detail each of the five core duties in 
the Code of Ethics. It looks at the 
central message underlying each core 
duty and illustrates how they work in 
practice with two case studies. In this 
way, members can understand both 
the detail, and the big picture, of how 
their Code of Ethics works.

You may be thinking two things at this 
point: firstly, that you sort of know 
what the Code of Ethics is about, and 
secondly, that it might struggle to find 
a place in your busy work schedule.

Let’s deal with the first of those. 
If you are able to not only list the 
code’s core duties, but also explain 
what they mean to a colleague, then 
congratulations! You do know enough 
about the code. If you can’t, then 
please read on – there are plenty of 
case studies here to bring those core 
duties to life.

So why should the Code of Ethics 
warrant a place in your busy work 
schedule? Consider this. Honesty  
and integrity build trust. Trust builds  
a reputation that clients and 
employees value. That reputation 
builds confidence in your 
business, which leads to more 
recommendations, which leads  
to more business. In other words, 
ethics is good for your business.

So take a little time to learn more 
about each of the core duties in 
the Code of Ethics. There are some 
fun case studies to make you think 
about how you would act in such 
situations. Remember: if you want 
your professionalism to count (to a 
new client or a new employer), then 
you need to be able to explain it.  
This paper will help you do so.

1

Code 
of  
Ethics: 
Your practical guide

Spreading the news throughout the firm
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This includes all the logos you are likely to 
need on any form of communication, along 
with guidelines for their use. 

You can place them on everything from email 
signatures to corporate web pages, social 
media, printed brochures or letterheads. 
The logos form an important part of 
distinguishing you as a Chartered firm.

View/download the logos >

View/download the guidelines > 

Chartered logos and guidelines
All the branding you need to identify yourself as a Chartered firm

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Choose Chartered
Guidelines for Chartered 
mark usage

4 Guidelines for Chartered mark usage

1.1 Chartered marks | Standard mark

Once you have qualified for Chartered status  
you can communicate this on marketing collateral 
using either the Chartered logo or Chartered  
text line. Please see page 10 for usage dimensions.

Individual marks – primary colour

Corporate marks – primary colour

https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/
https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/


Personally hand out or enclose this flyer in 
mailings of every kind to new and potential 
customers to be sure they understand what 
makes your firm stand out – your  
commitment to the Chartered ethos.

Available as a PDF for immediate  
download, or as a printed version. To  
order contact your dedicated corporate 
Chartered team on 0208 530 0818 or  
email charteredfirm@cii.co.uk

There is also artwork to create a dual-branded 
version by adding your logo, if you have 
access to In Design or can edit PDFs.

View/download the handout >

Download the artwork to dual brand  
the handout >

Customer handout
A simple statement about the status

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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You’re dealing with Chartered 
Insurance Underwriting Agents

The title Chartered 
Insurance Underwriting 
Agents is awarded to 
companies that make 
a public declaration of 
their commitment to 
professional standards. It 
is granted by the Chartered 
Insurance Institute (CII), 
the professional body 
for insurance, dedicated 
to building trust in the 
insurance and fi nancial 
planning profession.

Every fi rm that holds Chartered 
status adheres to an ethical code that 
underpins broader commitments to 
professional values. These include 
putting customers’ interests fi rst, 
investing in ongoing development 
of their people’s technical skills and 
knowledge, and supporting wider 
initiatives that benefi t society as well as 
the growth of the profession.

Only Chartered Insurance Underwriting 
Agents are entitled to use this logo, the 
outward symbol of their commitment to 
the Chartered Ethos.

What Chartered 
means for you

mailto:charteredfirm%40cii.co.uk?subject=Chartered%20Customer%20Handout%20Request
https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/
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Use this statement about Chartered status as a sign-off in corporate communications. It’s the same for 
everyone, and it keeps things consistent aiding wider understanding. 

“We are Chartered Insurance Underwriting Agents, publicly 
committed to a customer-first approach and values that align 

with a professional Code of Ethics. We’ll provide solutions 
relevant to your needs, maintaining our knowledge through 

qualifications and ongoing professional development.” 

Boilerplate 
Chartered status in a line

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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It’s good to be able to mention Chartered 
status in corporate communications or to 
know how to refer to it for media relations, 
but while it may mean different things to 
different firms, we should all describe it 
consistently for public consumption.

This guide and example press release is clear 
on the language we should use to describe 
Chartered. By being consistent we will ensure 
that public understanding of Chartered status 
is increased.

View/download the communications guide >

View/download the example press release >

Press releases
Guidelines for corporate communications

Promoting your Chartered status is 
as important as gaining it in the fi rst 
place. While we encourage active 
promotion of corporate Chartered 
status as a point of difference 
for your fi rm, it is important to 
ensure that what you say about it 
is accurate. This guide outlines the 
facts and gives examples of the 
preferred language so that when 
talking about being Chartered you 
give a clear refl ection of the ethos, 
the commitments and the benefi ts 
to customers of Chartered status. 

The aim of corporate Chartered status
The purpose of Chartered status is to 
improve public trust in the professionalism 
of insurance and personal fi nance. Corporate 
Chartered status involves a shared public 
declaration of professional standards – from 
the CII and from Chartered fi rms. 

The Chartered Ethos
The Chartered Ethos has three central 
themes: nurturing knowledge, client centricity 
and serving society. 

Nurturing knowledge
All Chartered fi rms commit to the ongoing 
development of their people, ensuring that 
their knowledge and competencies remain up 
to date. 

As the awarding body, the Chartered 
Insurance Institute provides fl exible learning 
pathways, leads research, and facilitates 
communities and good practice.

Client centricity
Chartered fi rms have in place core values, 
business practices and a diversity and 
inclusion policy that aligns with the CII Code 
of Ethics and puts customers fi rst.

Serving society
Chartered status is a universal badge of 
professionalism in which society can put its 
trust. The Chartered Insurance Institute and 
Chartered fi rms drive initiatives focused on 
social good and promote public awareness of 
Chartered status. 

Commitments on the part of the fi rm
Corporate Chartered status involves a 
public declaration of professional standards, 
encompassing a series of commitments – 
made openly, transparently, and in full view of 
the fi rm’s customers and clients. 

This includes a commitment to ongoing 
people development, alignment of ethics 
and values, committing to customer fi rst 
values, supporting wider social initiatives, and 
wearing the ‘Chartered badge’ with pride. 

The benefi ts to customers of 
Chartered fi rms
Customers of Chartered fi rms can depend on 
the fi rm’s professionalism, expressed through 
a commitment to ethical practice and the 
provision of competent and knowledgeable 
advice based around their needs and 
requirements.

Guidance on public 
statements concerning 
your Chartered status

https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/
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Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Promoting your Chartered status to the public

The central aim of the Chartered ethos is 
to increase public trust in our profession. 
This short piece explains why clients can 
be sure their interests come first.

You could use the animation as an opener 
to a client presentation, post it on your 
web, promote it via LinkedIn or other 
social channels or distribute it via email for 
everyone to see.

View/download the animation >

Animation
What being Chartered means to clients

https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/


Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Place this banner on appropriate 
pages within your website to 
demonstrate your Chartered title. 
This could be on your homepage, 
‘About us’ page, or anywhere 
that you talk about your firm’s 
commitment to professionalism. 

There are different sizes available 
to provide flexibility on where they 
can be placed.

View/download the web banners >

Web banner 
Promote your pages

ABOUT US     SERVICES     NEWS     CONTACT US

Think differently
about insurance

WELCOME
quodit laute pliquatus cusae rem est vendae. Ati nobis 
consequatio et hillorro incit omnihil iquatib usaerro 
corum quodis nim acesecu llesedi tististrum, voluptas 
ium quid exerspera volorer ibusaeptinia volorum et, 
et im acesecu llesedi tististrum, volorum et, et lit lacid 
tiaestint laccume ducia volessi dolecae sustios.

NEWS
Que se pel ius id est vendi alicaeperum
Story pliquatus cusae rem est vendae. Ati nobis 
consequatio et hillorro incit omnihil iquatib usaerro 
corum quodis nim acesecu llesedi tististrum, voluptas 
ium quid exerspera volorer ibusaeptinia volorum et, et 
lit lacid quidi tem faceatur aciis ditatis eium facimet 
veribus tiaestint laccume ducia volessi dolecae sustios.
Read more > 

Boluptas ium quid exerspera volorer ibusaeptinia 
Story pliquatus cusae rem est vendae. Ati nobis 
consequatio et hillorro incit omnihil iquatib usaerro 
corum quodis nim acesecu llesedi tististrum, volorum et, 
et lit lacid quidi tem faceatur aciis ditatis eium facimet 
veribus tiaestint laccume ducia volessi dolecae sustios.
Read more > 

UNDERWRITERS
CORP

We are 
Chartered 
Insurance 
Underwriting 
Agents
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Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Use these graphics in digital media  
to support posts and tweets - some  
of which are animated to increase 
interest and engagement. 

Select the ideal format to place in 
LinkedIn or Twitter messages.

To build momentum and interest  
around Chartered it will also help if  
you accompany your posts with:

#ChooseChartered 
#CharteredProfessionals  
#CharteredInsuranceUnderwritingAgents

View/download the graphics >

Social media graphics
Brighten blog posts and fire your feeds

Tweets

Underwriters Corp

Everything you need to 
know about Underwriting.

@

Tweets and replies

UNDERWRITERS
CORP

Introducing the new Chartered title.

Chartered Insurance 
Underwriting Agents.

#ChooseChartered  #CharteredInsuranceUnderwritingAgents

Underwriters Corp@ . Apr 22

https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/


Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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This little animated ident will establish your 
credentials up front in any Powerpoint 
presentation. Use it as an endorsement, or as 
an ice-breaker.

View/download the animation >

Animated logo
Add this bumper to Powerpoint presentations

https://www.cii.co.uk/membership/join-us/chartered/corporate-chartered/the-chartered-toolkit-insurance-underwriting-agents/


This plaque is a solid reminder to staff and visitors 
alike of your commitment to the Chartered ethos.

Each firm’s first Chartered plaque is free - order  
yours direct from the corporate Chartered team  
on 0208 530 0818 or email charteredfirm@cii.co.uk. 
The plaque comes complete with simple fitting 
instructions.

Chartered wall plaque
Your commitment made physical

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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Easy to apply and highly visual window stickers 
set the tone for visitors. Free to order from the 
corporate Chartered team on 0208 530 0818 or 
email charteredfirm@cii.co.uk

Chartered window stickers
Eye-catching signage

Promoting your Chartered status to the public
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1. Tell prospective employees
Include details in job descriptions and adverts and 
incorporate in your company welcome pack. Chartered 
status is a clear indicator of the professional standing 
of your firm. People like to work for companies that 
help to develop their staff and as a Chartered firm 
you are committed to ongoing standards of technical 
excellence and ethical behaviour. 

2. Notify existing customers
Inform existing clients of your new status in writing  
– a great opportunity to refresh contact.

Explain the meaning of the title, how it underpins  
good practice and excellent customer service and is  
a commitment to ethical behaviour. 
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3. Be accessible to new customers
As a Chartered firm, you are eligible for inclusion 
on the CII’s online publicly searchable directory of 
Chartered firms. This includes details of the classes 
of business you deal with, together with your firm’s 
contact details. The responsible member of your firm 
can update your details at www.cii.co.uk/myCII 

4. Create a referral network
Contact other professional services firms in your area – 
accountants, solicitors, surveyors – and form a network 
of like-minded professionals who can cross-refer 
clients when appropriate.

5. Include links to the CII
Wherever you use the Chartered logos online, include 
a link to the CII’s ‘Why choose a Chartered firm’ page.

Hints & Tips

https://www.cii.co.uk/myCII
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Ordering materials
Contact your dedicated corporate Chartered team on 
0208 530 0818 or email charteredfirm@cii.co.uk

Contact
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Feedback
We welcome your input on this toolkit, including ideas for inclusion 
and improvement. If you have any suggestions please contact your 
dedicated corporate Chartered team on 0208 530 0818 or email 
charteredfirm@cii.co.uk

mailto:charteredfirm%40cii.co.uk?subject=
mailto:charteredfirm%40cii.co.uk?subject=
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